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Every yearbook is a time capsule, of sorts. It isn’t only a collection of images and words, but a snapshot into a life.

“Come together, yeah!

The PHS theme song for 2013 is "Come Together" in an attempt to remind all students that we are the Northmen. If anyone felt that they didn’t belong, remember we are the Northmen!

“Come together, yeah!

The yearbook staff has decided to incorporate this Northmen pride right into the yearbook. Down the road, someone will look back and remember PHS as the school that promotes a united front.

So let’s come together.
This is our dedicated yearbook staff, (from left) Joel Hunt, Anthony DeAgostino, Jenna Proctor, Hunter Wagner, Jennifer McNabb, Daniel Clancy, Stephny Guy, Kelsey Ingram and Brook Frost.

Mike Berry, a famous physicist, once said, "There is strength in numbers," whether the yearbook staff is full to capacity or this fantastic few, the struggle to put it all together isn't always known. The 2013 yearbook staff was a busting eight, and together, they created a blast from the past book. With astounding cooperation and a little extra patience, a master piece was born.
The Petoskey Boys Tennis team had a great season. "We came into the season with high expectations. Many of those expectations were fulfilled. We won the Big North Conference, won our regional for the fourth straight year, and finished in a respectable seventh place at the state tournament," said by the varsity coach John Boyer. He also said, "the most memorable moment with this team was the conference win. Everyone won their first two matches which put us (Petoskey) in the finals of each flight. " Coach Boyer said this team is definitely different from ones in the past, "There is no question that every team has a different personality. These guys were some of the most fun to work with and coach. They were willing to work hard and make sacrifices for the good of the team." Boyer also added, "The seniors will be missed!"
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(Left) Coach Boyer is having a quick talk with Zach Phillips (13) about the match he's playing in to prepare for states. (Right) The Varsity team poses with their trophy.
Christian Wilder ('13) says he enjoyed playing tennis because, "win or lose they always have fun!"

Cam Ludlow ('13) says that his favorite memory of playing tennis is "staying the night with the team at States every year."

The boys tennis team got seventh in Division III states for the second straight season, Freshman Nico Cezina advanced to the semifinals at No. 4 singles to lead the Petoskey High School boys' tennis team.
The grass is always greener...

... On our Northmen Green!

When considering what the best part of being a member of the Petoskey Girls Golf (PGG) was, Reilly Laprairie (15) said, "I like being with my friends and goofing off." This close-knit team shared a dedication to Northman Pride and a passion for playing golf which helped them get through good seasons and bad seasons. Together, the PGG fought hard and accomplished much, proving time and time again, the grass is truly greener in Petoskey.


Liz Vangyi (13) shows off her striking swing during a game against Cheboygan.

Mackenzie Dubeau (15) prepares to hit the ball during a game.
Libby King (14) and Erin Rautio (13) pose during practice, showing us golf isn’t always serious.

Haley Gibson (16) takes a swing during practice.

Reilly LaPrairie (15)
Liz Vangyi (13)
Grace Frank (16)
Libby King (14)
Gracelyn Howard (15)
Erin Rautio (13)

"I wanted to play golf again this year because it was really fun last year."
- Lizzy Dufek (15)

"My favorite part of golf is the car rides there and back."
- Ellie Hoch (14)

A Confident Collection

Why play golf? Asking the team members, a resounding answer was discovered. Along with an indescribable togetherness, this Northmen team had serious drive. To play golf requires, devotion to fellow members and an eagerness to keep trying.

So, to answer the question, athletes play golf in Petoskey to experience true loyalty, and witness serious talent.

By: Brook Frost
Zoey Reager (15), Zach Phillips (15), Matthew Wilson (14) and Kelsey Nuorala (14) have fun in Mrs. Babcock's Accounting class as they play Monopoly and record their transactions.

Michael Pontoni (15) Having a great time listening to Mrs. Pontoni's speech in Civics Class.

Students in Mrs. Pontoni's Civics class pass papers back as they get fun playing games in Mrs. Babcock's accounting class.

Adam Russell (15)

HITTING THE BOOKS!

Petoskey High School has always valued academics; while they were important in the 2012-2013 school year, so was having fun. Students had fun in their accounting classes by playing Monopoly. Math classes incorporated math basketball which students found as an enjoyable study technique. In many of the history classes, some heated debates took place, discussing topics from the past election to their views on war. At PHS students and teachers had fun while they taught and learned from each other!
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Melissa Myers (16), Jewel Walters (16), Madeline Cone (16), and Bethaney Sumon (16)

Ben Schwartzfischer (14)
Working hard, and listening to some beats while doing homework.

Mr. Honaker helps out Kashmir Pannister (14) and Haley Baldus (13)

Zebulon Wixon (13) takes a break from balancing T-Accounts to pose for the camera.
Built legs, good lungs, and a strong heart are all factors in a successful cross country race. The XC team had a very productive year, with Mark Smith(14) and Logan Hensley(13) leading the boys, and Sydney Hopp(15) and Morgan Jons(13) leading the girls team. Hensley placed sixteenth at the regional meet.

Not to be outdone, the boys varsity soccer team finished 3-0 in districts and 2-0 at the regional competition, resulting in a run at the state championship against Hudsonville in which the team played hard but fell 3-0.
The varsity team lines up with their runner up trophy at the state finals.
Laughing so hard it was difficult to keep still for the picture reminds us that the heart of band is really the members.

The Marching Northmen

The Petoskey High School has an award winning band, coupled with an amazing color guard crew. The true blue passion filling the air at populated events, may truly stem from these smiling faces. Hours upon hours of practice really pay off with the wow of the crowd and a proud school behind them.

Exhaling, Mia Ciccarelli (14) and Kaylyn Schiemann (13) prepare for their nerve-wracking performance. Great smiles ladies!

A beautiful performance filled to the brim with flowing choreography and to humor.
Football player Kyle Green '14 muses 'I enjoy band because it is fun with a sign of competition. Also, I love it when the crowd goes nuts at the sight of us entering the field.'

What seems easy, isn't always as it appears to be. Being a Marching Northmen requires true dedication combined with a whole load of talent. Frankly, waking up for early morning practices and staying up for late night performances would be exhausting. All their hard work and perseverance pays off with one amazing, and award winning, band.

Work hard, play hard.
-Kevin Green '15.

Remember, keep playing even if you drop a stick!

Stephny Guy
"We are Heather's Team"

PETOSKEY NORTH

#2 Tori Visconti '14
#3 Becca Rash '13
#4 Katie Gilpatrick '14
#5 Liz Fraser '13
#6 Natalie Weaver '14
#7 Annie Hansen '13 Captain

Left: Blue Crew section!
Right: Varsity Team poses for a picture before their back game!!

(Left) JV Volleyball Bench cheering on their teammates after a big kill!

Left: A pass being made by Brianna Marshall ('15)
Right: Evelyn McCeery ('14) poses in the hall while showing off her volleyball jersey.
MEN VOLLEYBALL!

#8 Megan Tompkins '13 Captain
#10 Breanna Merriam '13
#11 Alyssa VanWerden '13
#12 Shannon Cosens '13
#14 Jayme Larson '14
#15 Kelsey Ance '13

The Petoskey Northmen Volleyball teams' strength was their offensive game; they had a great recipe for success. They started everything off with a great pass from the back row, followed by an outstanding set, with an aggressive spike to finish it off that made every team take a step back. Page Created by Jenna Proctor

(Right) Freshmen Volleyball bench supporting their teammates while they are playing hard on the court! (Above) The Freshman Team are huddled up after a game.

Photo Credit to Steve Foley- Petoskey News Review
Spirit Week

School spirit, as well as outfits, were colorfully on display during homecoming spirit week. The week-long spectacle consisted of 80’s Day, Camouflage Day, Crazy Clashing Color’s Day, and Blue and White Day! The week was capped off with an eventful dance and an exciting Northmen football game. Page created by Jennifer McNabb

Amy Coveyou (14) poses for the camera on 80’s Day!

Natalie Weaver (14), Jaymie Larson (14), Kendra Hoffman (14)

Athena Fettig (15)

David Grindle (13) Emily Kent (13)

Emily Matz (16)
Alisha Deady (16)

Evelyn McCreery (15) is all smiles for the camera on 80’s day!

Alexa Kilmer (13)
He Said, She Said

"I think it's lame because they don't have many good options." -Mshkoadekwe Kiogima (14)

"It's alright I personally think there could have been better options than camouflage or color clash. Next time we should pick things that the whole school will participate in!"
-Preston Vertz (16)

"We should have Sports day next year." -Daniel Clancy (13)
Masquerade Ball

QUEEN AND KING OF HOMECOMING 2013!

Clare Brummeler and Adam Bayer

The King candidates:
Graham Hooley, Adam Bayer, Tony DeAgostino, William McMasters, and Quinn Ameel (from left to right)

The Queen Candidates consisted of Clare Brummeler, Whitney Warner, Eleanor Chambers, Morgan Jones, and Kelly Ronquist, (left to right)

Kayla Fryczynski and Dalton Coveyou (13)

Who's behind that mask? Kelsey Nuorala (14)

Sydney Foster and Chase Vinning (13)

Mark McShane (14) and Rachel Grindle (14)

Rodnie Rutterbush (13)
Erik Davenport (13) asking Karen Lopez (14) to the homecoming dance! (Top Left) Rachel Hamp, Julia Ide, Annika Ward, and Grace Howard (14) (Top Right) Sometimes girls just want to have fun! Natalie Weaver (14), Hannah Scholten (13), Alyseea VanWerden (13), Liz Fraser (13), Jamie Larson (14) (Bottom Left) Big group of senior girls taking some "Hot Shots" before the dance! The Masquerade Ball ended up being a blast for everyone who CAME TOGETHER and danced the night away!!!

Senior girls (13)
Maddison Reilly (13) and Matthew Wilson (14)
Samatha Smith (13)
Dakota VanAlleburg (13)
"This year was the best season yet of my three years in Equestrian Team because Angel, my Quarter Horse, and I worked well as a team and we were so versatile that we were able to compete well in most any class."
-Carrie Coy (14)

Saddle-seat, Western, Speed, and Jumping are just a few of the different types of classes and disciplines displayed at equestrian meets. The PHS equestrian team had a very successful season. They were hard working and a very determined group of young ladies. Many of them started their training long before the season started. The girls placed first in all three District 20 meets, with 425 points overall, and found themselves placing fifth in the region, with 220 points.
Left: Kaitlyn Gillis (13) and her horse "Diesel" smile for the camera!

Below: Mary-Louise Mooradian (15) and her horse "Bubba" warming up at the fairgrounds in Gaylord.

Above: Isabel Brumleve (15) and her horse, "Dante," enjoy the beach at Camp Petosega.

Above: Katarina Nerhkorn (16) and her horse "Cody."
Represent
Define
Create
EXPRESS
Show

Eleanor Chambers (13)
Kathryn Wilson (14)
Quinn Arnel (13)
Ben Libby (14) Rockin the Polo

knee high Enzo boots
How Long Does it Take You to Get Ready For School in the Morning?

- Under 20 minutes: 7%
- 21-30 minutes: 20%
- 31-40 minutes: 50%
- 41-50 minutes: 23%

From Blah to Tada!!!

Saga sweatshirt sported by Frederick Mooradian (13)
Victoria Fryczynski (13) Showing off her popular Hunter Boots.
Might not like the Knicks but he likes the hat! Caleb Harris (16)
Annie Jakeway (13) A scarf can jazz up any outfit.
It All Comes Together in Building Trades & Auto

"It takes a real stud to build a house." - Josh Hoffman (13)

"I enjoy this class because I like working on cars with my friends and there is never any homework!" - Everett Brady (13)

Joey Hibler (13)

Building Trades and Auto was a wonderful class to take for students who were interested in cars, and building. The class had many projects that were hands on. Students didn't just sit at a desk for a hour! Building Trades and Auto were both two hour long classes, but it never got to be boring! Every year students from Building Trades build a house from scratch.
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Making the Northmen Proud

Each member of the Petoskey High School Football team was dedicated, hardworking, and talented. Their impressive work ethic and determination made PHS feel a great sense of Northmen pride. The games helped bring students together, as well as football fans and supporters from all over the community.

Quinn Ameel (13) commanding the offence to a 34-8 victory against Ogemaw Heights.

Tony Deagostino (13) rushes for a first down against Cheboygan.
Helping a Great Cause

Ending the season with a 5-4 record, the Northmen fought hard. Each player showed tremendous effort and success while on the field. They won multiple games, including a major triumph at the annual Pink game against Cheboygan. The players wore pink jerseys and socks to show their support for breast cancer awareness.

Special Thanks to Steve Foley of the Petoksey News Review for photos
FCCLA, Creative Teaching, and Health Come Together!

Mrs. Kennedy taught the health, and creative teaching classes as well as leading students in FCCLA. She worked hard to juggle all three of these classes. In health, students learned about the body and how it works. Creative teaching allowed students to have fun while learning different ways to teach kids and help them have fun! FCCLA was an extracurricular activity where students competed with other members from around the country. Mrs. Kennedy did a great job of helping the school come together by running these three different classes.

Seniors Emily Kent, Anne Jakeway and Carlee Hull selling tickets for FCCLA's annual Daddy Daughter Dance where $1,951.69 was raised to help fund the clubs competitions.

"Giddy up girls!" Seniors Kaley Palmer, Mary McNabb, Annamarie Goodman and Ashley Bates are dressed for the occasion of the Country Western theme Daddy Daughter Dance.

"I really enjoy putting on the Daddy Daughter Dance, because I think it's a really special memory a lot of fathers and daughters share together." - Dulcy Scripter (13)
Seniors Elizabeth Hoffman and Hannah Woods perfect the art of face-painting at the annual FCCLA Daddy Daughter Dance.

Treasurer
Victoria Pearson (13)
"I enjoy helping others."

Historian
Hannah Helser (13)
"FCCLA was a blast!"

Vice President
Kaitlyn Gillis (13)
"I loved putting on the Talent show and the Daddy Daughter Dance."

President
Whitney Warner (13)
"Favorite part is going to different Leadership conferences, and meeting new people."
The Drama Department presented an American favorite, The Wizard Of Oz. They held auditions, and then handed out the parts. Jacalyn Webster stared as Dorothy, Chandler Cummings as Glinda, Amanda Grubbs as the Wicked Witch of the West, Marissa Pattullo as the Scarecrow, Quentin Fettig as Tin Man, and last but not least Dana Reynolds as Lion. The drama department put on an outstanding show, that took place on the weekend of November 10th. Kendra Shaw the Mayor, Samantha Young the farmer, Barrister/ Gatekeeper Brandon Hull, The Lullaby League Emma Kendziorski, Amanda Kline, and Faith Spalding. Lollipop Guild Jana Tahtinen, Anne Tsaloff, and Mackenzi Mier. The production went very well, from performing for elementary schools, to parents and peers everyone really enjoyed the Petoskey High Schools production of The Wizard Of Oz!
DEAR AUNT EM,

HATE YOU

HATE KANSAS

TAking THE DOG

LOVE, DOROTHY
Singing Our Way to the Top

Above: Evelyn McCreery (15), Carley Statler (14), Lauren Burek (14), Rachel Grindle (16), Brooke LaBlance (15), Samantha Daly (14), and Libby King (14).

The stage was set with over 50 people in the audience, and then come out the Madrigal and Bella Voce performers. The performers dressed up in medieval outfits were ready for the performance of their life. For some nerves were an issue, however others such as Brooke LeBlance (15) stated "I don't really feel shy before performing." The greatest part of being a member of Madrigals according to Carley Statler (14) is "bringing smiles to faces."
From the left is the beautiful Katharine VanHuis (14) all smiles before her Bella Voce Concert at the St. Francis Church on December 10th. In the middle is two gorgeous girls, Grace Bachelor (14) and Jacalyn Webster (15), getting their picture taken before their Madrigals concert at the St. Francis Church on December 10th. On the right is the stunning Lauren Burek (14) taking a few seconds to get a picture taken before her Bella Voce concert at the St. Francis Church on December 10th.
Helping out the community and one another

Key Club

“There is no exercise better for the heart than reaching down and lifting people up.” -John Holmes

Key Club was a student run organization that serviced the community in many different ways. Members often spent time outside of school volunteering at Brother Dan's and MANNA, in an effort to help supply food to hundreds of people in northern Michigan. Among many other things, members also helped raise money for UNICEF on halloween by trick-or-treating for cash donations. Being a member of Key Club meant feeling a great sense of selflessness and satisfaction that comes from helping those in need.

Donations from the Key Club's silent auction.

Delaney Smith (14) and Grace Tsaloff (13)

"I really enjoy being a member of Key Club. I like being able to make a positive difference in our community."

-Brook Frost (14)
National Honors Society

NHS was a program that promoted scholarship, leadership, service, and character. Students who met the requirements and maintained excellent grades were able to be a part of this great program. Members involved participated in multiple charity events during the year, including a blood drive that took place in the PHS gym.

Seniors Ricki Coston, Laurel Young, Whitney Warner and Morgan Jons spend their weekend volunteering racking yards for the community.

NHS's donation to the Women's Resource Center.

Cam Shock (13) getting some fresh air and exercise, while helping the community.

"NHS is a great way to get involved with the community."
-Taylor Thompson (14)

Mentor Program

The start of High School can be overwhelming and stressful for many Freshman. The transition from Middle to High School is a big one. To help aid students in the process are mentors. Upperclassmen volunteered their time during the school year to ease the anxiety of many Freshmen by helping them study, adjust, and by passing on their advice and knowledge.

Carrie Coy (13) and Courtney Coveyou (16)

Connor Reed (14) and Joshua Kuhlman (14)

"Mentors help calm my nerves."
-Sara Spychalski (16)
December
Brooke Hebert’s (15) rendition of Adele’s *Rolling in the Deep* proved to everyone what talent PHS has.

The lovely Marissa Mazzoline (13) and the handsome Cameron Hesselink (13) amazed the crowd with *All I Ask of You* from the 1986 production of The Phantom of the Opera.

Andrew Fettig (13), and Kyle Flynn (16) are in No Fez Left Behind. Kyle rocks the tuba while Andrew is a stunning trumpet player.

Rachel Hamp (14) presented her original composition, Sweet Harmony, which set up the rest of the show.

Aarora Sizemore (14) masterfully performed a Native American Hoop Dance, astoundingly at that.

Orion Brill’s (15), shown above, stunning performance of his original compositions, Alive and Sentimental Part of Me, electrified the PHS talent show crowd.

Cullen Montel (12), in both Mertac and No Fez Left Behind, has serious rhythm.
The master of ceremonies, David Grindle (12) kept the whole show flowing smooth, and kept any and all mishaps at bay.

The show must go on

The 2012 Michigan storm, Draco, proved stronger than an army of salt and plow trucks could face; so regardless of many efforts the Petoskey High School talent show was canceled due to serious weather conditions. The rescheduled number was on January 9, 2013. Knocking the new year in with number after number, amazing job to all who participated and thank you for being patient with our Michigan Storm.

Not only were Blue Quick (12) and Cullen Montel (12), shown left, in Mertac but are also in No Fez Left Behind.

Hannah Woods (15) and Hailey Hofbauer (15), shown above beautifully covered Missin' You Like Crazy by Us.

Renee Witt (16), shown left, blew the crowd away with her impressions of the wildest of animals.

Rachel Hamp (13), graciously acknowledges the appreciative audience at the end of the show.

Jake Kelchik (14), a member of Mertac, shown bright in the spotlight, along with fellow members, Bleu Quick (12) and Cullen Montel (12).
"When I won Poetry Out Loud I was honestly shocked but extremely excited. I was not expecting to win the competition especially since everyone had done such a great job with their poems. So now I have the confidence to take it all the way and hopefully states goes just as well." - Elizabeth Webb

Quinn Reid (15)  
"Happiness"

Weston Kulman (15)  
"War Ballad"

Griffin Christensen (15)  
"Immigrant Picnic"

James McConnell (15)  
"A History Without Suffering"

Spencer Goodrich (13)  
"Tomorrow"

Bryinne Garver (14)  
"Blackberrying"

Amanda Kline (13)  
"The Children's Hour"

Chandler Cummings (13)  
"vixen"

Natalie Koeller (16)  
"Caged Bird"

Amber Michelsen (16)  
"Revenge"
Hockey is a very competitive and physical sport. Petoskey's hockey team was both physically tough and strong hearted when it comes to the game. They were strong in numbers, and they played with passion. To be a successful hockey player, "you need to have a hard work ethic, you have to be aggressive and smart to know the game" says senior Tanner Davis.
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1. Kevin Hansen (13) waits for the period to start.

2. Coach Ward makes a few changes after a goal is scored.

3. Senior Nick Trombley sends the puck down the ice to his team mates.

4. Mike Forton (15) and Tanner Davis (13) have a short chat before the period begins.

A good hockey player plays where the puck is. A great hockey player plays where the puck is going to be.

- Wayne Gretzky

Left: The teams shake hands after a close and entertaining game.

Right: Everyone celebrates after a huge win at the Griffin arena.

Left: The team tries to keep warm during the game.
Petoskey Wrestling

"Patrick Antonides (13) 189 lbs.
"Coby Boyer (13) 155 lbs.
Joey Butterfield (16) 103 lbs.
Jordan Conklin (16) 160 lbs.
Trevor Denoyer (14) 171 lbs.
Nick Fettig (14) 171 lbs.
Jacob Florenci (14) 140 lbs.
James Gazerato (15) 215 lbs./HW
Trevor Gualambardo (16) 103 lbs.
"Jordan Haggerty (13) 215 lbs./HW
Mike Kibbie (14) 125 lbs.
Robert Kibbie (15) 119 lbs.
Scott Kibbie (16) 112 lbs.
Scott Kondrat (16) 103 lbs.
Austin Lunn (14) 140 lbs.
Nate Mapes (15) 112 lbs.
Jordan Marthugh (14) HW
Derek Meyer (16) 171 lbs.
Cole Mosher (16) HW
"Brandon Myers (13) 150 lbs.
Chris Osborn (15) 160 lbs.
Cameron Plath (14) 152 lbs.
Cliff Schroeder (15) 160 lbs.
Clayton Sigmann (16) 189 lbs.
Nick Strobek (14) 145 lbs.
Spencer Tubbs (16) HW
Drew Wilson (16) 189 lbs.
"
Captains Brandon Myers (13) Jordan Haggerty (13), and Coby Boyer (13) strategize for their upcoming meet.
"I enjoy wrestling because it's an individual sport and there is no one to blame but yourself if you lose." - Nick Strobel (14) (Above)

"The work ethic was even better than last year." Varsity Wrestling Coach Gross said. "The leadership was also better than last, we had Haggerty, Antonides, Myers, and Boyer all starting as seniors. The most seniors that I had starting was two (last year). So we doubled that, the leadership by example came from a group of freshmen though Scott Kubbie, Trevor Gallombardo, and Scott Kondrat who were the hardest working group in the room and others feed off that!" Coach Gross added. The wrestling team made high standards for themselves at the start of their season, they wanted to become the Conference Champions (BNC) along with the team district. They came close to their goal; They became 3rd in the Big North Conference, and 2nd in the district. Coach Gross said, "We were just not strong enough in the middle weights to beat a Gaylord squad." Jordan Haggerty a senior that season, and someone who took on a big leadership role said that, "wrestling is the kind of sport the weeds the weak, I’ve been injured four times, it is the one thing that brought me back from self-loathing. It made me have to prove to myself that I am not a coward, who will quit or feel sorry for myself." "I’m going to miss the toughness of the senior group. I have some very good underclassmen, but nothing beats the grit that seniors bring to the table," Coach Gross.
Front: Mr. Bailey, Nathaniel Johnston, Andrea Dryden, Mathew Visconti, Marcus Hoffman, Rachel Ross, Taylor Brown, Hannah Rokos, Cameron Shock

Middle: Weston Kulman, Kyle Flynn, Jeremiah Johnson, Ethan Jacobs, Evan Johnson, Jacob Kromm, Chase Gregory, Nathaniel Mapes, Max Meyerson, Caleb Slater, Mathew Illenich, Mark Illenich


Not Pictured: Eli Elison, Griffin Christensen, Daniel Eberhart, Jackson Burek, Olivia Tanner, Johnathan Norton, Christian Chickering

The team checks in with Mr. Ochs before the kick off breakfast at PHS.

Weston Kulman (15), Andrea Dryden (13), Cameron Brown (16)

Mark Illenich (13), Connor Johnson (14), and Colin Ladd (15) getting ready to serve some breakfast.

Jasmine Mapes (13), and Bryan Keith (13)
PHS's "Nuts and Bolts"

The robotics team has been a very large and important aspect of PHS over the past couple of years. The team is lead by Mr. Lance Bailey and Mr. Tom Ochs, both teachers at PHS. The team is stacked with a variety of talented kids, from brainy honors students, to kids who have a strong work ethic and a creative imagination. "My favorite thing about being a part of the robotics team would have to be how we all put our different skills together to complete one amazing project." -Senior Mathew Vistconti.

The team poses for the camera after participating in the Traverse City District Championship match. They were awarded for: 2nd place finalists with their alliance, "Creativity and Design in Engineering," "Top Offensive Robot," along with various other awards from teams who recognized their strategy and willingness to assist others in need. "This was the most successful match to date in the three year history of the Petoskey Paladins," explained Mr. Bailey.

Griffin Christensen (14), Eli Elison (14), Colin Ladd (14), Chase Gregory (15), Mark Illinech (13)        Matt Illienich (13) feeds the bot one frisbee after another while Weston Kulman (15) and Drew Nicholas (15) control the bot

Jacob Kromm (16), Evan Johnson (14), Chase Gregory (15)
"Tough, different on different days." Coach D said to describe his teams personality. "They were a loose team, knew how to joke around and not be tense before games." He then added that "We had three good senior leaders. Some were more quiet, some talked well on the court, and some led by example. Leadership came from all the returning players (referring to seniors) they all led by example. The 2013 Girls Basketball team managed to become the Big North Conference Champions holder.
(Top Left) Amanda Stinger (14), Natalie Weaver (14) and Kati Lewis (14) loading the bus for an away game. (Above) Buzzer Beater Ance, (13) makes the game winning shot to defeat Cadillac 41-40 on January 25th, during the Snowcoming Game. Which also made them the Big North Campions. (Bottom Left) Alyssa VanWerden (13) handling the ball for the Northmen.

Natalie Weaver (14) #14
Aly Will (14) #20
Kati Lewis (14) #22
Alyssa VanWerden (13) #30
Asia Abram-Craig (14) #32
Abby Blanchard (14) #52

Megan Tompkins #4
Kelsey Ance #12

JV team getting in a huddle to go over their next play.

Photo Credit to Steve Foley- Petoskey News Review
A group of art students decided to come up with a project that related to this year’s school theme, “Come Together.” Amanda Stinger (14) and Kaitlin Lewis (14) came up with the idea of designing an inspirational word collage on one of the walls in the school. The wall contains more than 25 words, and took most of the year to complete. Others who helped include Daniel Clancy (13), Elizabeth Fraser (13), and Megan Tompkins (13).
"Art attracts us only by what it reveals of our most secret self."

~Jean-Luc Godard
January
"I would not change my height much shorter if I could, being tall has it's advantages and disadvantages." - Nick Fiebig (14)
If you could change your height, would you make yourself taller or shorter?

- 72% - TALLER
- 28% - SHORTER

Are you happy with your height?

- 34% - NO
- 66% - YES

6'3"

5'8"

5'

Courtney Schrage (16)
Ricki Coston (13)
Megan Tompkins (13)
"Every title feels like the first," says Coach Hill. The Boys Ski Team went 9-for-9 which made it a perfect season, along with being declared State Champions for the third consecutive year. "The boys showed up and did their thing," Coach Hill added. The Girls Ski Team also had a winning season with a State Champions trophy to go along with it. The Boys and Girls Team both put up with a lot of cold, nasty weather, but they all said it was worth it to win a State Competition.

Mia Ciccoretti (14), Makayla Nayback (13), Reilley Philliben (13), Lisa Dinon (13), Jill Antonishen (13), Claire Brummeler (13) Hold up the Division II Region IV trophy.
Girls team celebrates a win at States in Marquette

Matt Dankert (13)

Both teams hold up their State meet trophies.

Gunnar Lundteigen (14)

Mia Ciccoretti (14)

Mia Ciccorretti (14)  Gunnar Lundteigen (14)  Claire Brummeler (13)  Brian Erhart (13)  Reilly Philliben (13)  Gerret Lundteigen (15)  Elise Brady (15)
There were a variety of different science classes students could take part in at PHS, including Chemistry, Physics, Botany, Animal Science, Biology and Medical Occupations. Each class required studying, hard work, and participation in hands-on activities and group projects.

Above: Mark McShane (14), Adam McCain (15), and Ms. Whitley.

Above: Brooke Hebert (15), Hailey Helminiak (15) and Kalley Atkins (15), pose for a picture in Ms. Whitley’s room.

Above: Tyler Dennis (14) and Andrew Beyer (14) helping each other stay clean and healthy!

Left: Brenden Ferman (15), Kenneth Dewey (15), and Michael Faylor (15) showing how safety goggles are always a must when working with chemicals.
February 27, 2013; another Blood Drive took place at Petoskey High School. Dawn, one of the main nurses in charge said, "I love coming to the high school, it's a great opportunity to give blood and help out with giving back to the students. Many of the larger local businesses help out also by supplying cookies, fruit, bagels, and water."

Quinn Harris (13) waiting for his turn to donate blood.

Lauren McGowan (13) and Elizabeth Vangyi (13)

Louis Lamberti (13)

Matthew Kruskie (13) "I want to save lives." -Morgan Barkley (14)

Savannah McComb (14)

Brenton Jakeway (14)

Ricki Coston (13) takes a quick photo while waiting for students to come get their blood drawn.

"I'm giving blood today, because I have before, and I want to help save lives." -Spencer Goodrich (13)
"Leadership has been good all season." Coach Starkey said. The senior leaders were Erik Davenport, Samuel Baumgartner, and Quinn Ammel. Every year, winning the Big North Conference is a major goal for the team, which the team was able to achieve and many others as well. The group of seniors will be missed, "They were a part of two long winning streaks: 49 straight wins at home, 33 straight Big North wins, and three Big North Championships" said Coach Starkey.

"A Tradition Of Champions"
"The thing I will miss the most about high school basketball is the camaraderie and bonding that my fellow teammates and I share with each other. Both on the court and off. #MuchLove"
-Samuel Baumgartner (13)

Erik Davenport #3

"My most memorable moment of basketball was the throwback game. It was a fun experience of what it would be like to play back then" -Erik Davenport (Seniors pictured above)

Logan Ackerman (13) #24
Tyler Speigl (13) #30
Mitchell Rider (13) #32
Louis Lamberti (13) #34
Shea Whitmore (14) #40
Graham Hooley (13) #44
John Ismond Team Manager

BIG NORTH CHAMPIONS

Photo Credit to Steve Foley of the Petoskey News Review
Marissa Mazzoline (13) rocks out the bass to Journey's Don't Stop Believin'.

The Jazz band kept fans entertained all season through out the entire game.

Mr. Ryan getting involved with the band between quarters of Northmen basketball.

And the fans go wild!! As the Northmen basketball team puts up a good fight on "white out" night.

Both Jazz Band and Dance Team gave fans great entertainment during the basketball games. It was an amazing way to show school spirit! Not only did the basketball players have to practice but the Jazz Band and Dance Team did as well. "We usually practice twice a week, sometimes more depending on the routine." says dancer, Amanda Kline (13). Jazz Band and Dance Team both performed masterfully.

Left to right: Sophomores, Megan Green, Eve McCreery, Rebbecca Lalonde, and Liz Kurbursk.
The dance team participated in "One Billion Rising" at North Central Michigan College. The Flash Mob took place February 14th. The event was sponsored by Girls on the Run of Emmet and Charlevoix County, Women's Resource Center of Northern Michigan, and North Central Michigan College.
The Hammerhead Swim Team was a chapter of the USA Swim Team. USA Swimming was the national governing body for competitive swimming in the United States. And were the Hammerheads ever competitive! The Hammerheads took third place overall out of a total of 21 teams from all over the state. The boys age group 15-18 year old won the State Championship and the girls in the same age group finished in third place. Individual statistics included senior Emory Fralick as Michigan Team Swim League state champion in: 50 Freestyle, 100 Backstroke and 100 Breaststroke. Danielle Paquette also a senior was a member of third place state medalist in 200 medley relay as well as fourth place state medalist in Freestyle relay.

Competitors dive in as the race begins. The Hammerhead team had four Petoskey Northmen, including two seniors and two sophomores.

Travis Seagmen (15) swimming the butterfly. Seagmen was a member of State Champion boys 15-18 year old 200 medley relay.

Cooper Carpenter (15) swimming the butterfly. Carpenter was a member of State Champion boys 15-18 year old 200 medley relay.

Danielle Paquette (13) pushes herself to the limit racing in the breaststroke.

Photo Credit to: Paquette Photography
Emory Fralick (13) performs the backstroke masterfully.

Cooper Carpenter (15) "I started swimming at a young age, so there is no stopping me now." (Left)

Danielle Paquette (13) "I enjoy swimming because it’s the aspects of a individual and team sport and also works out your entire body!" (Right)

Emory Fralick (13) "Winning the MTSL State meet for the first time in 15 years, was my best memory of swimming." (Left)

Travis Seagmen (15) "I love swimming because it works out your whole body, and you don’t get injured easily." (Above)
Snowcoming

Coming together at dances!

Connor Reed (14)

Snowcoming

Court ★

Eleanor Chambers (13) and Adam Bayer (13) talking during the "Glow in the Dark" pep assembly.

Rachel Wittenberg (13), Gabby Jensen (13), and Kelly Ronquist (13)

Seniors Ricki Coston, Evan Altman, Carter Cohen, Erin Ratio, Louie Lamberti, Mitch Rider, Laurel Young, Gabby Jensen, Noah Honaker, Kaity Gillis, and Sam Blakenhagen participate in a little snowcoming court shoot around.
"The attendance was down, because of the new dance rules. Snowcoming is usually less attentive by the students than Homecoming, but not to this degree." Said Vice Principle Wilcox after a very long process of board meeting and discussions, with community members, parents, and students. Mr. Wilcox supported the new rules. Everything just boiled down to, "there's a right time and place for everything." The attendance for the Snowcoming dance was 74 compared to the normal attendance of 300-400 students.

Friday, January 25th. The Petoskey Girl's Basketball Team did the almost impossible. With just seconds left on the clock, Megan Tompkins (13) brought the ball up the court and placed it in the hands of Kelsey Ance (13) to make the game winning shot! The Northmen defeated Cadillac 41-40 at the buzzer. The rest of the team flooded the floor in astonishment. (Left)

Freshmen Haley Hall and Courtney Coveyou dance the night away at the Snowcoming dance.
Megan Keller (14), Jackson Burek (14), Eli Ellison (14), and Paige Petrowski (15) show off their state championship trophy.

Debate and Model UN are their names and talking is their game. Both the Debate team and Model United Nations won multiple awards as they represented Petoskey at the state level. Model UN demonstrated their gift of gab in Ypsilanti, sparring words with 412 delegates from the Midwest and Canada. While representing Germany, Italy, Finland and Slovakia, the 28 delegates from PHS proved they did their homework winning high honors and scholarships. Not to be outperformed, debate also brought back some hardware to Petoskey, winning their second consecutive state championship. For these loquacious leaders the future is definitely bright!
The Model United Nations club take a group photo before heading out to Ypsilanti for the State competition.

BJ Chatterson (15) and Nick Maragiolia (13) take the time to get their picture taken after being awarded the highest honors in their crisis committee at the MAMUN 2013 conference.
Life in the Center

The Center was a helpful learning environment for students. The Center provided a quite workplace for students and it also provided students someone to talk to when they were having a bad or off day. About 50% of the students came to the center to take tests in a smaller setting. "Testing in The Center is a quiet, calm place to come when you need help or you don’t understand," said Katharine VanHuis (14)

Kalley Attkins (15), Jordan Seida (15), and Brooke Hebert (15)

Andrew Fletcher (15), Christina Grube (16), and Noah Goldsmith (16)

Sophmores, Levi Murdri, Zach Cymbalski, Mike Babcock, and Kenny Dewy

Katharine VanHuis (14), and Jennifer McNabb (14)
"The purpose of the center is to provide a non-threatening environment for anyone who needs help or someone to talk to. Students have made the center what it is today," said Mrs. Greenough, head of the center.

Sarah Lasley (14) and Jonathan Peck (13) take a break from working and smile for the camera!

"The center has given me the opportunity to become a better student." - Kaylie Tripp (13)

Hailey Helminiak (15), Joshua Smith (16), and Elizabeth Dufek (15)
March
Foods Class

Keeping a clean work space, maintaining a certain temperature, preparing foods of all shapes and sizes; these are only a few responsibilities of a good chef. Commercial foods is a great class to start whether preparing to be a master chef or simply wanting to prepare healthy and tasty dinners for you and your family.

Nicholas Feibig (14) and Mr. Sommerfield take a break from cooking and have a staring contest in the kitchen.

Braeden Bunker (14) sifting a little flour to add to his recipe.

Above: Carl Huder (14) and Bobby Cruz (13) stirring up something delicious.

Ren Caviness (13)

Left: Jessica Witt (13) and Samantha Smith (13) getting ready to bake some muffins.
Physical Education

Physical Education is one of the few elective courses that was required for a student to graduate. However, for those who being active wasn't quite their style, or if bulking up was desired weight training was available. There were a couple different classes to choose from, such as: Walk-a-lot, General PE, and Athletes PE.

"I would rather have gym class in the morning instead of the afternoon because it wakes you up and gets your day going." - Jake Buchalski (13)

Seniors David Watson (left) and David Grindle (right) playing a match of badminton during General PE. Badminton is a very relaxed and laid back game (as shown by Mr. Grindle!)

Jordan Haggerty (13), and Coty Boyer (13) having a little fun during Athletes PE.

"My favorite gym activities are lifting, running, and dodgeball." - Coty Boyer

Kegan Schoenh (13) doing some squats.

The General PE class getting a few warm up laps in before class.

Hannah Scholten (13) using great form while jumping rope.

Michael Gray (15) and Parker Monley (15)

Luke and Matt pump out a few pull-ups in the weight room during second hour Athletes PE.

Hanna:
Q: Indoor or outdoor activities?
A: "Outdoor because you don't feel as trapped."
Q: Morning or afternoon class?
A: "Morning because you get it out of the way earlier."

Alexa:
Q: Favorite activities?
A: Badminton, softball
Q: Morning or afternoon class?
A: Afternoon because you have a little more energy.
Marketing

Conducting marketing research, running the school store, producing Michigan High School Athletic Association videos, marketing students did it all! The marketing program consisted of several classes including: Retailing, Marketing I and Marketing II. Retailing students managed the school store by placing merchandise orders, taking inventory, determining price points and promoting products. Marketing I students ran the school store during lunches and worked on projects incorporating the functions of marketing. Marketing II students were able to earn college credit while working on their DECA projects. The DECA chapter consisted of 33 members whom competed at the 67th State Career Development Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Of those 33 competitors nine qualified as state champions to compete at the International Career Development Conference in Anaheim, California where members from around the world competed. According to DECA President, Andrew Schaefer (13) "the key to a winning DECA project is having confidence in yourself and nailing the presentation."

Marketing II students Kenny Gray (14), Amanda Grubbs (13) and Blake Harger (13) work on creating a visual aid for their DECA Entrepreneurship project "The Partyworks", a retail fireworks shop located in Petoskey.

Karen Lopez (14) Katie Wilson(14) Juliann Ruemenapp (14)

Hunter Viles (14) ringing up Carl Huder (14) on the POS terminal in the Pit Stop for a package of Starburst.

Marissa Mazzoline (13) accepts her award and ticket to the 67th annual International Career Development Conference in Anaheim, California.
DECA

DECA officers Samuel Blanenhagen (13) and Andrew Schaefer (13) collect a check for $450 from Wendy's

"Darla" the DECA pig made an appearance at the second annual Wendy's fundraiser, thanks to senior Amanda Grubbs.
DRAFTING

MR. BALDWIN TAUGHT A WIDE VARIETY OF ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING AND ENGINEERING/CAD COURSES. THE INTRO CLASS WAS A COMBINATION OF BOTH, AND STUDENTS CHOSE WHICH THEY LIKED MORE FOR THE FOLLOWING YEAR. THE MITES COMPETITION WAS A BIG PART OF THE DRAFTING AND CAD CLASSES. "ON THE AVERAGE, I TAKE 50-55 PROJECTS TO THE STATE COMPETITION," EXPLAINED MR. BALDWIN. "MY FAVORITE CLASS TO TEACH IS INTRO TO DRAFTING, I ENJOY TEACHING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAFTING & CAD TO STUDENTS WHO HAVE NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE (IT'S A GOOD TEACHING SITUATION)" SAID MR. BALDWIN.

NAME: KAITY GILLIS (13)  
CLASS: ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

"MY FAVORITE PART OF THIS CLASS IS BEING ABLE TO WORK ON THE COMPUTER AND LEARN HOW ARCHITECTS DO THEIR JOB. I WOULD RATHER USE THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE BECAUSE IT MAKES EVERYTHING A LOT EASIER AND IT'S A LOT FASTER THAN PAPER AND PENCIL."

NAME: THOMAS WATERSON (15)  
CLASS: ENGINEERING

"THIS CLASS REALLY HELPS GET ME READY FOR COLLEGE. I WANT TO GO INTO THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD AS WELL SO I ENJOY BEING IN THE CLASS."

NAME: COOPER CARPENTER (15)  
CLASS: ENGINEERING

"I LIKE THIS CLASS BECAUSE YOU GET TO BE CREATIVE. I WANT TO GO INTO THE ENGINEERING FIELD WHEN I'M OLDER SO I ENJOY IT."

PAGE CREATED BY: DAN CLANCY
MITES

MICHIGAN INDUSTRIAL & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION SOCIETY

STUDENTS WHO TOOK ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, INTERIOR DESIGN, AND ENGINEERING/CAD CLASSES PARTICIPATED IN THE MITES COMPETITION. STUDENTS WORKED ON THEIR PROJECTS IN CLASS, USUALLY ON THE COMPUTER USING EITHER 'AUTOCAD' OR 'ENVISIONEER' SOFTWARE, PUT IT TOGETHER ON A LARGE POSTER BOARD AND THEY GET SENT TO THE COMPETITION. THERE WERE 13 DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING CATEGORIES AND 22 DIFFERENT CATEGORIES FOR MECHANICAL DRAWING. PHS STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN A VARIETY OF THOSE CATEGORIES.

BRITTANY MURRAY (13)

"I ENJOY MITES BECAUSE WE WORK ON OUR PROJECTS ALL YEAR THEN WE GET TO SEE HOW OUR PROJECTS COMPARE TO OTHERS AROUND THE STATE."

ANDREA DRYDEN (13)
DESIGNING A SET OF STAIRS FOR HER PROJECT ON THE AUTOCAD SOFTWARE.
I, Taylor Ide will to Mackenzie thanks for my best year of high school!
I, Drew Smith will to Petoskey Varsity Soccer team runs at 11 pm and all the other memories we have made.

I, Joe Krussell will to Friends late nights, video games, pizza & Mountain Dew, sleeping in. I will miss you guys but our friendship never ends!

I, Blake Harper will to the friends who stuck with me, Tbrs, wbr's, Late, crazy, wild nights, YPR, Real, True, Life...ye.

I, Aaron Cook will to Hockey Team the good times, road trips, side boards, rough mornings, red cups, and a great year, you guys are the best.

I, A.J. Hoffman will to the soccer team for making a great run and making it to the finals.

I, Brandon will to Nick Strobel wrestling.

Senior

I, Matt Dankert will to my soccer friends for making it all the way to states even though everyone doubted us. And winning two MMA fights with my fighting buddies, (Luke and Steve)

I, Brandon Pomranek will to the Senior Class of 2013 a thank you for the great last four years in high school.

I, Creston Schuel will to the Class of 2013 jobs and a decent life.

I, Sydney Foster will to the Senior Class success and a happy life.

I, Blew Quick will to Band early mornings, Marching Northmen, band competitions, pizza, band camp, bone squats, BAND IS LIFE
Wills

I, Shawnna Goodwin will to Bailey, Annie, Kate and Alex! bonfires, and two tracking. From breaking tucks to parties on the "hill". You girls are the best. Raise heck for me and Bailey next year girls! I will miss y'all thank you for the awesome times.

I, Skye Pieffer will to Northmen Hockey Team the harlem shake, winning season, empty bottles, crazy team dinners, Love you boys.

I, Mark will to the high school my smile, to let you all remember just one smile will brighten someone's day :)

I, Tony DeAgostino will to the Petoskey Northmen Football Team all the times and memories we've spent together. Roll Tide! Fear the Spear, Dig Deep! Brotherhood, I'll never forget you guys.

I, Mary Cash will to Ashlen Muladore being a great friend and my truck buddy.

I, Christine Peavey will to Kaylie Tripp a thank you for all the support that you gave me. Also a thank you for all the memories and being a really good friend. You will always be my "sister."

I, Kelsey Ancel will to the Petoskey Girls Basketball Team, fish bowl, team dinners, acca-awkard season, I love you all.

I, Mickey Swarthout will to friends hangout at Bدل�, Play airsoft, video games, havin fun!! Thanks friends that I love.

I, TJ Waterman will to Matt Kruskie, Ryan Cross, Everett Brady, Mike Kibbie, Matt Gibson and Joey Gibson all the dumb crazy stuff we have done and are still kinda normal-get a broom, it's a mess!

I, Kayla Fryczynsiki will to the friends I've made bowling, Marching Band, volleyball, and volunteering for NHS.
Most school spirit: Cater Cohen and Rebecca Rash (Above)

Most likely to become a rapper: Amanda Grubbs and Paul Winegaurd (Right)

Most likely to become a millionaire: Rachel Ross (Top) Nathaniel McGann (Bottom)

Cutest Couple: Trenton McCullough and Whitney Warner (Bottom Left)

Best Dressed: Laurel Young and Evan Altman (Bottom Right)
Most likely to travel: Dana Reynolds and Adam Bayer

Most likely to become famous and win an Oscar both go to: Marissa Pattullo and Christian Wilder

Most likely to become a bodybuilder: Matt Dankert and Kelsey Ance

Most likely to have a "Sugar Daddy/Mommy": Cam Ledlow and Rachel Whittenburg

Best Tweets: Ricki Coston

SENIORS
2013
Dylan Olsen
Nathan Oostmeyer
Emma Ottieb
Matthew Osterberg
Alexander Ottimer
Frederick Ouderkerk
Joseph Penfold

Madison Pionk
Harrison Ramirez
Lauren Ravencraft
Kerrigan Reaume
Nathaniel Reed
Brooke Reeves
Keelin Reid

Tayte Rider
Brian Robson
Thomas Roush
Romario Salmon
Elissa Schaar
Philip Schaub
Joshua Schiemann

Cyndee Schlueter
Cassandra Schmit
Courtney Schrage
Bridget Seagren
Taylor Seals
Kendra Shaw
Carolann Sheaffer

Ian Shumway
Breton Siegwart
Clayton Sigmann
Bethany Simon
Bruce Skop
Benjamin Smith
Brendan Smith

Jessica Smith
Joshua Smith
Makenna Smith
Sydney Smith
Zachary Smith
Laura Spearman
Krista Spencer

Bray Spicer
Sara Spychalski
Jayme Stark
Caitlin Sulak
Ayriss Swenor
Breton Swenor
Garland Swenor

Megan Sysko
Jonah Tanner
Christopher Taylor
Ethan Taylor
Spencer Thompson
Spencer Tibbits
Kyrsee Tingstad
Robert Akins
Samuel Armstrong
Kalley Atkins
Michael Babcock
Merionna Bach
Kayla Barrows
Colton Bates

James Behm
Annika Bennett
Rachel Berry
Logan Bickel
Brigitte Bonter
Kurt Boucher
Trista Boyd

Elise Brady
Taylor Brady
Adrienne Brecheisen
Mathew Brown
Phillip Brown
Shelby Brown
Isabel Brumleve

Dylan Budnik
Jacob Budnik
Matthew Budreau
Thomas Bulmann
Willow Burkhard
Jared Byers
Delaney Carlson

Erik Carlson
Cooper Carpenter
Mikayla Cerrudo
Sydney Chambers
Ashley Chapman
William Chattersen
Christian Chickering

Jonah Chickering
Gypsy Chingwa
Griffin Christensen
Craig Clark
Chandler Cone
Brandon Connin
Trevor Cook

Blake Coston
Zachary Cymbalski
Alyssa Daly
Chelsea Dann
Makayla DeCastro
Martha Delacruz
Sara Donakowski

Mackenzie DuBreau
Elizabeth Dufek
Ryan Dumbleback
Kaleigh Edwards
Austin Epley
Michael Faylor
Rachel Fedorko
Quentin Fettig
Nicholas Fiebig
Jacob Florenski
Annie Francis
Timothy Freeman
Brook Frost
Lara Fullford

Zachary Gadkowski
Jordan Gehres
Megan George
Kathleen Gilpatrick
Trevor Graham
Kenneth Gray
Maciah Gray

Alex Gutowski
Sarah Hamlin
Rachel Hamp
Nolan Harwood
Matthew Heintschel
Joseph Helminiak
David Hempstead

Jeremy Hiatt
Lillian Hickman
Joey Hislop
Ellie Hoch
Kendra Hoffman
Olivia Hoffman
Aiden Holliday

Shannon Hollister
Carl Hader
Brandon Hull
Shelby Jacobs
Brenton Jakeway
Tyler Jakeway
Connor Johnson

Evan Johnson
Karli Johnson
Travis Johnson
Mitchell Jorgensen
Jacob Kalchik
Karla Kane
Megan Keller

Michael Kibbe
Thomas Kidd
Elizabeth King
Trever Kingsbury
Joshua Knight
Joshua Kuhlman
John Kurburski

Sarah Kurtz
Maria Lagattuta
Emily Lake
Jayme Larson
Megan Lasley
Sarah Lasley
Joseph Leblanc
Seniors

2013
"Life is too short for you to be unhappy for too long." - Quinn Ameel
"May your hats fly as high as your dreams" - Samuel Baumgartner

Marissa Hall
Ashley Bates
Samuel Baumgartner
Adam Bayer

Alexis Beardsley
Dylan Bechaz
Samuel Blankenhagen
Kaitlyn Boehm

LaKeshia Berts
Craig Bulsion
Dakota Boyer Treblicock
Everett Beady
"The most unsuccessful people in life are the ones who are afraid of failing" - Daniel Clancy
"March alone to a different beat." - Ricki Coston
"Live as if you were to die tomorrow, learn as if you were to live forever" - Samuel DeJonge
"Don't try to be someone else's version of perfect." - Sydney Foster
"There is nothing more real than your dreams." - David Grindle
"Even if you fall on your face, you're still moving forward" - Ann Hansen
"Create your own song. Do what sounds right to you" - Graham Hooley
"All I have to say is; dreaming big got me through High School, so who knows where I can go" - Kelsey Ingram
"I was the weird kid in high school. So to all of you weird kids, you can do it" - Morgan Jons
"Do everything with a smile on your face and a passion in your heart." - Marissa Mazzoline
"Dont let time pass you by, make the most of it." - Brandon Meyers
"For every dark night, there is a brighter day" - Isabella Olsen
"Enjoy the little things, they end up meaning the most." - Jenna Proctor
"High school has definitely helped me achieve my goals in life and I'm looking forward to what the future holds for me." - Rebecca Rash
"High school taught me how to walk. Now its time to run." - Rachel Ross
"A man doesn't know what he knows until he knows what he doesn't know" - Stafford Smith
"It's only the beginning!" - Gerard Sullivan
"The imagination of today is the reality of tomorrow" - Nicholas Trombley
"Always be yourself, and remember reach for the stars." - Paul Winegard
"Don't wish away your senior year. Time goes too fast." - Laurel Young
"Maria had a good heart, a contagious laugh and witty sense of humor. She always had a smile on her face and was the best friend you could ask for."

-Emily Kent, Erin Ratio, Brenna Merriam
Forever Young

Don't grieve for me for now I'm free
I'm following the path God laid for me.
I took his hand when I heard him call
I turned my back and left it all.
I could not stay another day
To laugh, to love, to work or play.
Tasks left undone must stay this way.
I found that place at the close of day.

If my parting has left a void
Then fill it with remembered joy.
A friendship shared, a laugh, a kiss.
Ah yes, these things, I too, will miss.
Be not burdened with times of sorrow.
I wish you the sunshine of tomorrow.

My life's been full, I savored much.
Good friends, good times, a loved one's touch.
Perhaps my time seemed all too brief;
Don't Lengthen it now with undue grief.
Lift up your heart and share with me
God wanted me now, He sent me free.
Fall Team Sports

Varsity Volleyball:
FRONT- Alyssa VanWerden, Kelsey Ance, Megan Tompkins, Shannon Cosens, Jayne Larson, Breanna Merriam
BACK- Coach Jill McNitt, Rebecca Rash, Elizabeth Fraser, Ann Hansen, Kathleen Gilpatrick, Natalie Weaver, Victoria Visconti, Coach Heather Miller

JV Volleyball:
FRONT- Mari Hibbler, Ashley Lamoreaux, Ashley Young
MIDDLE- Madison McCoy, Brianna Marshall, Sara Donakowski, Alyssa Daly, Madison Haas, Manager Hannah Loomis
BACK- Trista Boyd, Evelyn McCrorey, Kathleen Rash, Kelly Powers, Annika Bennett, Coach Wendy Viles

Freshman Volleyball:
FRONT- Bridget Seagren, Tilly Koboski, Marissa Mroczkowski
MIDDLE- Ayriss Swenor, Brianna Kimbler, Katrina Daniel, Jennifer Tompkins, Hannah Jorgensen, Breton Swenor
BACK- Ashley Willow, Kylee Chojnacki, Megan Sysko, Garland Swenor, Paige Levitte, Coach Brandi Wolf

Varsity Football:
FRONT- Joseph Crittenden, Louis Lambert, Steven Snider, Kenneth Moran, Nicholas Strobel, David Grindle
2ND ROW- Shea Whitmore, Samuel Blankenhagen, Jordan Haggerty, Patrick Antonides, Dylan Sechaz, Zachary Tlbitis, Trevor Denoyer
3RD ROW- Forrest Conway, Benjamin Loomis, Logan Ackerman, Chase Ledinghan, Alexander Pionk, Brandon Delph
4TH ROW- Kurt Boucher, Adam Naibock, William McMasters, Mark McShane, Jeremy Haist, Chandler Mateski, Mitchell Jorgensen
5TH ROW- Clifford Schroeder, Gunnar Lundteigen, Kegan Schoenith, Quinn Amoo, Peter Kelbel, Anthony Duran, Connor Reed
BACK- Anthony DeAgostino, Coach Fralick, Coach Wannacott, Coach VanOmlaJ, Coach Loper, Coach Ameel, Coach Buchanan, Aaron Broman
NOT PICTURED- Joshua Kuhlman, Kyle Green, James Gazarato

JV Football:
FRONT- Jared Byers, Craig Clark, Mike Forton, Branden Mansen, Lukas Schrage
2ND ROW- Kyle Swadling, Brandon Connin, Kevin Green, Thomas Bulmann, Jacob Budnik, Aaron Hitmon, Coach Washburn
3RD ROW- James Wilson, Harley Meyer, Michael Gray, Thomas Roush, Erik Carlson, Trevor Kadlec, Nicholas Mesnard
BACK- Coach Lewis, Coach Budreau, Garrett Lundteigen, Dylan Reinsmith, Michael Raymond, Matthew Budreau, BJ Chatterton, Samuel Reager, Coach Roush, Coach Lewis

Freshman Football:
FRONT- Joseph Wixsom, Easton Moore, Callaway Moore, Reed Moore, Trevor Wilson, Jackson Warner
2ND ROW- Travis Buchanan, Eric Grissom, Jacob Coats, Conner Harwood, Austin Willson, Clayton Sigmann, Andrew Frampus
3RD ROW- Tyler Leist, Eric Hoch, Logan Fettig, Evan Whitmore, Lyle Gray, Peter Crittenden, Philip Shaub, Cody Engler, Coach Leestma
BACK- Coach Ash, Coach Harris, Brendan Smith, Tyler Flynn, Zachary Winter, Drew Wilson, Kevin Tran, Peter Loomis, Marion Wingster, Brent Murray, Marcus Groh, Coach Lucky
Varsity Boys Tennis:
FRONT: Caleb Mitchum, Conner Allen, Camden Ludlow, Mitchel Rider, Zachary Phillips, Brandon Pomranke

Boys Cross Country:
RIGHT: Chase Gregory, Logan Hensley, Brian Robson, Jacob Kromm, Mason Norton, Max Meyerson, Ethan Taylor
LEFT: Quentin Fettig, James McConnell, Joshua Pemberton, Christopher Marsh, Christopher Taylor, Jacob Knott, Matthew Bailey, David Hempstead, Cameron Shock, Bryson Opperman, Spencer Goodrich, Chandler Howard, Mark Illinech, Daniel Clancy, Thomas VanSlembrouck, Matt Illenich, Coach John Harrington, Coach Mikki Schemanski, Mark Smith
NOT PICTURED: Paul Winegard, Ross Hooley

Varsity Boys Soccer:
FRONT: Caelen Smith, Evan Allman, Stafford Smith, Austin Redes, Erik Hosler
MIDDLE: Connor Ingleston, Trenton McCullough, Adam Bayer, Louis Lamberti, Matthew Dankert, Noah Honaker, Benjamin Godfrey
BACK: Coach Cody Wilcox, Hunter Vilas, Anthony Hoffman, Phillip Brown, Griffin Christiansen, Trever Flynn, Hayden Oberg, Benjamin Schwartzfisler, Eric Hoffman, Coach Zach Jonker

JV Boys Tennis:
FRONT: Jackson Burek, Bill Graham, Eric Thompson, Donald Molosky, Frederick Mooradian
BACK: Coach Arthur, Frederick Arms, Parker Monley, Ethan Gulledge, Joshua Knight, Jordan Swiss, Samuel Wilcox, Coach Penfold

Girls Cross Country:
RIGHT: Katherine Rajewski, Katie Gray, Jasmine Mapes, Jessica Edwards, Melissa Myers, Megan Wilson

JV Boys Soccer:
FRONT: Trevor Giallombardo, Matthew Aghajeri, Zachary Ernst, Romario Salmon
MIDDLE: Logan Bickel, Jack Hooley, Parker Goodrich, Cooper Carpenter, Nathaniel Reed, Adam Hosler
BACK: Coach Cody Wilcox, Zachery Hoffman, Brian Riordan, Spencer Wineman, Jeremy Mantha, James Huntsman, Benjamin Hoffman

Girls Golf:
FRONT: Erin Rautio, Alena Chapdelaine, Reilly LaPrairie, Grace Frank
MIDDLE: Mackenzie Dubau, Elizabeth King, Haile Gibson, Ellie Hoch, Gracelyn Howard, Emily Kurburski
BACK: Coach Doug Brautigam, Elizabeth Vangyi, Coach Nancy Whitmyer, Coach Margie Graham
NOT PICTURED: Elizabeth Dufek
Building
a special place to
Come Together!
Winter Team Sports

Varsity Boys Basketball:
FRONT- Austin Redes, Tyler Speigl, Quinn Ameel, Samuel Baumgartner, Shea Whitmore, Graham Hooley
BACK- Coach Jason Miller, Logan Ackerman, Louis Lamberti, Joseph LeBlanc, Mitchel Rider, Erik Davenport, Adam Bayer, Joseph Crittenden, Coach Dennis Starkey

JV Boys Basketball:
FRONT- Thomas Hendricks, Jared Byers, Lance Hinmon, Benjamin Godfrey, Nicholas Mesnard, Parker Monley
BACK- Coach Hewitt, Evan Whitmore, Matthew Budreau, William Chattersson, Theodore Tamm, Thomas LeBlanc, Colin Green, Coach Matt Tamm
NOT PICTURED- Ross Hooley, Connor Ingleson

Freshman Boys Basketball:
FRONT- Peter Crittenden, Brent Murray, Jason Bur, Brandon Carson, Jake Giuliant, Donald Moloosky, Phillip Schaub
BACK- Romario Salmon, Parker Goodrich, Brendan Smith, Marion Wingster, Nathaniel Reed, Samuel Wilcox, Matthew Osterberg, Andrew Frampus, Coach Brian Shaw
NOT PICTURED- Tayte Rider

Varsity Girls Basketball:
FRONT- Jamye Larson, Kelsey Ance, Megan Tompkins, Alyssa VanWerden, Amanda Stinger, Asia Abram-Craig
BACK- Elizabeth Fraser, Coach Trish Lambert, Kaitlin Lewis, Alysia Will, Abigail Blanchard, Hannah Scholten, Natalie Weaver, Coach Adam Dobrowolski

JV Girls Basketball:
FRONT- Shelby Laser, Sara Donakowski, Katrina Daniel, Megan Sysko, Sarah Yankoviak
BACK- Coach Cindy Adams, Mari Hibbler, Taylor Brady, Lily Kingma, Tilly Koboski, Syndey Hopp, Coach Mike Welch

Freshman Girls Basketball:
FRONT- Jennifer Tompkins, Garland Swenor, Willow Ashley, Breton Swenor, Ayriss Swenor
BACK- Bridget Seagren, Sydney Lesperance, Jillian McCreery-Piotrowski, Cydnee Schlueter, Lily Armstrong, Coach Harju
Girls Bowling:
FRONT- Coach Deb Hamlin, Taylor Volkening, Marissa Mroczkowski, Sarah Hamlin, Marissa Mazzoline, Coach Micki Volkening
BACK- Morgan Davis, Rachel Rousseau, Allie Gray, Ariel Cruz, Kayla Frcyzynski
NOT PICTURED- Molly Connin, Mackenzie Dubeau

Boys Bowling:
FRONT- Travis Johnson, Matt Rinock, Brandon Hull, Riley Calabrese
BACK- Coach Steve Hamlin, Coach Jon Kiernan, Austin Stewart, Joseph Krussell, Taylor Ives, Robert Fryczynski, Coach Don Parent

Girls Ski Team:
FRONT- Hannah Jorgensen, Lisa Dinon, Mikayla Nayback, Claire Brummeler, Jill Antonishen
BACK- Hannah Loomis, Megan Makela, Coach Travis Hill, Kylee Chojnacki, Katelyn Anthony, Alana Honaker, Elise Brady, Coach Bess Bleyaert, Haley Baldus, Mia Ciccoretti
NOT PICTURED- Reilly Philliben

Boys Ski Team:
LEFT-RIGHT: Coach Travis Hill, Casey Festerling, Robert Akins, Joshua Pemberton, Caelen Smith, Trever Kingsbury, Mason Norton, Patrick Shepard, Samuel Armstrong, blank, Garret Lundteigen, Noah Honaker, Christopher Taylor, Mitchell Jorgensen, Silas Lee, Peter Loomis, Coach Bess Bleyaert
NOT PICTURED- Benjamin Loomis, Jonathan Norton, Gunnar Lundteigen Brian Erhart, Matthew Dankert

Wrestling:
FRONT- Clayton Sigmann, Scott Kondrat, Trevor Giallombardo, Joseph Butterfield, Scott Kibble, Cole Mosher
MIDDLE- Derek Meyer, Gabe Paulsen, Robert Kibbe, Brandon Myers, Nicholas Strobel, Jacob Florenski, Dakota Boyer, Michael Kibble, James Gazarato
BACK- Jordan Conklin, Brenton Jakeway, Cliff Schroeder, Cameron Plath, Patrick Antonides, Dylan Bechaz, Jordan Haggerty, Trevor Denoyer, Spencer Tibbits

Hockey:
FRONT- Adam McCain, Breanna Merriam, Michael Goetz
MIDDLE- Dylan Jensen, Camden Ludlow, Benjamin Schwartzfischer, Derek Smith, Aaron Cook, Coach Brent Ward, Tanner Davis, Kevin Hansen, Nik Kolodziej, Skye Pfeifer, Daineon Spencer
BACK- Timothy Syso, Zachary Gadkowski, Cody Rogers, Bryndon Worden, Nicholas Trombly, Kenneth Forton, Brandon Pomranke, Thomas Crampton, Luke Pomranke, Mike Forton
what we offer:
- Career programs that lead directly to good jobs;
- Basic courses that can get you started on a bachelor’s degree;
- Affordable tuition and financial assistance to keep your costs low.

how to begin:
- Visit our website www.ncmich.edu;
- Learn more about North Central programs of study on the Student Success page;
- Enroll in four easy steps through our student portal;
- Call 888-298-6605 to schedule a campus tour and make an appointment with one of our academic advisors.
PETOSKEY'S FAVORITE FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

MONDAY - SUNDAY  6 a.m - 9:00 p.m.
US 131 SOUTH AT SPRING STREET
348-7500

CONGRATULATIONS FROM B.C. PIZZA
OF PETOSKEY
TO CHASE VINING AND ALL HIS FRIENDS!

Bay Burger
Better Burgers by the Bay
1187 US 31 North
Petoskey, MI 49770
Phone: 231-487-1170

Congratulations Class of 2013

Congratulations Class of 2013

ASSORTED BAKED GOODS
PASTRIES, BREAD, BAGELS, CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS AND MORE

Congratulations Reilley!
Go Northmen!

NORTHWOODS
HOT SPRINGS SPAS INC.
northwoodshotspringspa.com

Northwood's FAVORITE FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

MONDAY - SUNDAY  6 a.m - 9:00 p.m.
US 131 SOUTH AT SPRING STREET
348-7500

CONGRATULATIONS FROM B.C. PIZZA
OF PETOSKEY
TO CHASE VINING AND ALL HIS FRIENDS!

Bay Burger
Better Burgers by the Bay
1187 US 31 North
Petoskey, MI 49770
Phone: 231-487-1170

Congratulations Class of 2013

ASSORTED BAKED GOODS
PASTRIES, BREAD, BAGELS, CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS AND MORE

Congratulations Reilley!
Go Northmen!

NORTHWOODS
HOT SPRINGS SPAS INC.
northwoodshotspringspa.com
E-mail: drsue@drsusanmalone.com
drsusanmalone.com
Phone: (231) 347-6932
Fax: (231) 347-0292
231 State Street
Petoskey, MI 49770

RASMUSSEN, TELLER, O'NEIL & CHRISTMAN
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS & BUSINESS ADVISORS
555 MICHIGAN STREET, PETOSKEY, MI 49770
231.347.5555  RTOCCPA.COM

Bay Pines Veterinary Clinic
8769 M-119
Harbor Springs, MI 49740
(231) 347 - 4552
FAX: (231) 347 - 1039
baypinesvet.net

CUSTOM BUILD & RESTORATION by
STEWARTS Restoration
ALANSON, MI
231-348-9774  stewartrestoration.com

We're here for you because learning doesn't end with graduation.

Petoskey Public Library
500 E. Mitchell • (231) 758-3121 • www.petoskeylibrary.org

Walmart
Save money. Live better.
Kelsey Ance

Congratulations on all your accomplishments both academically and in athletics. We are so proud of you! Stay true to your heart and always believe in yourself. Thanks for all the wonderful memories. Tear it up on the hardwood at LSSU next year!

We love you!
Mom, Dad, and Dillon

Congratulations

Brittany!

Our precious baby girl, your laughter & love lightup our lives. We love you so much & are so proud of the young lady you've become.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, & Brent
Hill • Schroderus & Co., LLP
Certified Public Accountants & Consultants

Congratulations Class of 2013!

231-347-4136 • Fax: 231-347-4147 • E-mail: staffname@hs-co.com
923 Spring Street • P.O. Box 695 • Petoskey, MI 49770

Gruler’s Pet & Farm Supply

Al Gruler, Jr.
P.O. Box 484
125 Fulton Street
Petoskey, MI 49770
231-347-3432
231-347-0926 Fax

05475 US 31 South
Charlevoix, MI 49720
231-237-0893
231-237-0895 Fax

PLATH’S MEATS, INC.
2 Locations To Serve You
LOIN • HAMS • BACON • SAUSAGE

John Plath
116 S. 3rd. St.
Rogers City, MI 49779
p. 989-734-2232
f. 989-734-2500

Mark Plath
2200 E. Mitchell Rd.
Petoskey, MI 49770
p. 231-348-8100
f. 231-348-3500

From our seniors to yours...
...congratulations to the class of 2013!!

FRIENDSHIP CENTERS
OF EMMET COUNTY
Council on Aging

231-330-4516
lela@reflectionsbyela.com

Excellence in senior services since 1967

• In-home Assistance • Transportation
• Fitness Programs • Meals on Wheels
• Retired Senior Volunteer Program
• Activities & Meals at 3 Senior Centers

Administrative Offices:
1322 Anderson Road
Petoskey MI 49770
(231) 347-3211 or 888-347-0369
www.emmetcoa.org
Check us out on Facebook!
Circuit Controls Corporation

Way To Go Northmen!!

Circuit Controls Corp.
2277 M-119 Hwy
Petoskey, Michigan 49770
(231) 347-0760
"O to have life henceforth a poem of new joys!
To dance, clap hands, exult, shout, skip, leap, roll on, float on!
To be a sailor of the world bound for all ports."

-Whitman

Laurel-
Enjoy the travels to those joyful ports.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Graham, and Odin

The only place to get authentic Northmen apparel.

Located in Petoskey High School

Open M-F 11:30-1:00

231-348-2174
Start your foundation here!
Join Building Trades

Petoskey DECA; creating memories and friendships that will last a lifetime!

Sign up for Marketing and get involved!
GO NORTHMEN!

One Water St.
Boyne City, MI 49712
231-582-1111

www.kiddleavy.com

325 E. Lake St.
Petoskey, MI 49770
231-439-2800

ST. FRANCIS X FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

friends serving neighbors since 1951

Congratulations Class of 2013!

Best of luck in the future!
Sweet Maria's

Maria Sargent
437 East Mitchell St.
231-753-2253
maria@smc.bz
www.smc.bz

Birthday Cakes
Special Occasions
Extra Ordinary
Weddings
Cupcakes

GRANDPA SHORTER'S

ESTABLISHED 1946

Congratulations Rachel
Ross and Samantha Young
301 E. LAKE STREET, PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN 49770

231-347-2603 • TOLL FREE: 1-866-SHORTER

FAX: 231-347-4512 • GRANDPASHORTERS.COM
Congratulations class of 2013 from Petoskey Eagles Auxiliary!

Around the Clock Congratulates the Class of 2013!
-Bill, Mary, Grandpa, and Uncle Rodger.

Petoskey Eagles Club
(231) 347-5010
313 Water St, Petoskey, MI 49770

Congratulations class of 2013 from Petoskey Eagles Auxiliary!

Yoga Teacher Training
Classes - Workshops - Retreats
yogarootspetoskey.com
444 E Mitchell St
231-838-8992

Crooked Tree BREADWORKS
PETOSKEY - HARBOR SPRINGS, MICHIGAN
Blueberry Tarts

YOUR DESTINATION FOR
HAND-CRAFTED ARTISAN BREAD,
BUTTERY PASTRIES, AND
ADDICTIVE GRANOLA.

Greg Carpenter

WE SHIP OUR PRODUCTS TO
ANY LOCATION

BREADWORKS.COM
Clock Tower Plaza | 2664 W-119 | SUITE #5
Petoskey, Michigan, 49770 | 231-347-9574 | 888-591-8688
Congratulations Northmen!

Physical therapy at its best!

Petoskey 347-9300
Petoskey East 348-7950
www.northernmichigansportsmed.com

City Park Grill is housed in one of Petoskey's oldest buildings constructed in 1875 and frequented by Ernest Hemingway. Today, City Park Grill maintains a loyal clientele with house-made cuisine focusing on locally procured produce, meats, and lake fish, famous hot biscuits, and an award-winning wine collection.

432 E. LAKE STREET, PETOSKEY
231.347.0101
CITYPARKGRILL.COM

Our newest restaurant with two floors of stunning views of Little Traverse Bay. The Mediterranean inspired menu evolves seasonally featuring small plates and rustic brick oven preparations. Offering carefully selected wines from Europe and local and international craft beers. Outdoor dining.

321 BAY STREET, PETOSKEY
231.348.3321
PALETTEBISTROPETOSKEY.COM

Roast & Toast
COFFEE • CAFE

A downtown icon serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner known for our daily creations of soups, breads, bakery items, and award-winning salads. Coffee roasted on site. Roasting, brewing, cooking, and proudly serving since 1993.

309 E. LAKE STREET, PETOSKEY
231.347.7767
ROASTANDTOAST.COM

wineguysgroup.com
Skip's Petoskey Glass, Inc.
Commercial • Residential • Mirrors • Auto
R.E. Wixson, President (231) 347-7840
Fax: (231) 347-1590
1890 E. Mitchell Rd.
Petoskey, MI 49770
24 Hour Emergency
548-5533

Scott O. Schulz, DDS, MS, PC
4952 Skyview Court Suite B
Traverse City, MI 49684
(231) 929-3200
303 Belvedere Ave.
Charlevoix, MI 49720
(231) 237-0955

DR. JOHN J. DeGROOT
OPTOMETRISTS
614 HOWARD STREET
PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN 49770
TELEPHONE 231-347-3298
FAX 231-347-0564

Petoskey Moving Company
www.petoskeymoving.com
Chris Fought
James Fought
Owners
1680 Clarion Avenue
P.O. Box 294
Petoskey, MI 49770
Tel. (231) 347-2300
(800) 566-5222
fought@petoskeymoving.com
Fax: (231) 347-6676

Owned and Operated by the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa
Go Northmen!

Ski, ride, surf, golf, zipline, tube, swim, bike...

BOYNE HIGHLANDS | BOYNE MOUNTAIN | THE INN AT BAY HARBOR - A RENAISSANCE GOLF RESORT

BOYNE.COM | 800.GO.BOYNE

Northwestern Bank

The Circus Shop, Inc.

INFANTS, TODDLERS, BOYS AND GIRLS APPAREL AND GIFTS
Since 1946

323 E. MITCHELL STREET • PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN 49770
(231) 347-3433
(231) 347-0390 fax
www.circusshop.com
email: clowns@circusshop.com

Meyer

The helpful place.

Petoskey Harbor Springs Gaylord

Meeting All Your Automotive Needs!
New and Previously Owned Vehicles
Service • Collision • Parts • Detailing

DAVE KRING
CHEVROLET & CADILLAC
231.347.2585
US 31 North • Petoskey, MI
Reid Furniture Co.
Since 1927
Whatever your furniture need, it’s Reid...Indeed!
231-347-2942  www.Reidindeed.com
Flowers from
Sky's The Limit
413 Michigan Street
Petoskey, MI 49770
(231) 347-7770
Jackie Burrell, AIFD
Michigan Certified Florist

NORTHERN MICHIGAN
ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL
SURGERY, P.C.

James J. Osetek, DMD
W. James Gallo, DDS
322 Bay St. • Petoskey • 231-347-1601
306 Main St. • East Jordan • 231-536-2040

ENCORE FINANCIAL GROUP
Offering solutions that help our clients accumulate,
protect, and pass along their wealth.
Toll Free: 877.6.ENCORE
www.encorefinancialgroup.com

Bill and Carols
Half-Time Deli
523 Charlevoix Ave.
Petoskey
(231)347-2741
GO BLUE!

Bill's Farm Market
Fresh Vegetables, Fruits, Flowers
Christmas Trees & Wreathes
BILL McMaster
Owner
4450 E. Mitchell Rd.
Petoskey, MI 49770
Congratulations Class of 2013 from Paul and Annie Mooridian!

ROYAL TIRE

MICHELIN  BF Goodrich  UNIROYAL

Michelin® brand tires are engineered to give you and those around you the freedom to drive with confidence.

Alignments • Brakes • Shocks/Struts • Exhaust

402 W. Mitchell • Petoskey, MI 49770 (Next to Arby’s)

231-347-1001
Brainstorming

Each student in the class came up with a yearbook cover idea, the class voted on the top two, then we let you, the student body vote on which on they preferred.

Planning, dedication and a good eye are all characteristics displayed by the 2012-2013 yearbook staff of four.

"Yearbook gives students a real world experience of running a $25,000 business venture. It differs from all other classes, because students work is sold and on display to the public. The leadership, organizational, and customer management skills gained from this course will benefit students for years to come."

-Mr. Hunt

Page Design

Creating a page design is much harder than it seems, we learned that you need to develop some type of a layout so not all the pages looked completely different from one another.
"Come Together"

How the 2012-2013 Yearbook came together

Interviews

Larry Tracy
ltracy@cmaphoto.com
6950 Channel Road
Petoskey, MI 49770
231-347-4499 phone
231-347-8218 fax
www.cmaphoto.com

Sales

It takes a tenacious person to keep up on advertising sales. The staff called, visited and followed up with local businesses, selling ads to help finance the yearbook.
Class of 2013
The 2012-2013 Petosegan, volume 90, was published by Jostens Yearbook Company. Within the 325 books printed this year all 168 pages are full color. The cover is custom litho, with a trim size of 8 1/2 x 11 inches. The book was designed with custom art, high gloss litho 478 cover material, process color 317 for cover applications, and gloss application.

The fonts used in the book consisted of Caslon, Compact, Constance, Elmore, Hedgehog, Helvetica, Johnson Text, Olive Oil, Pathfinder, Serpentine ICG, Tekton, and Times. with sizes ranging from 8-128.

Our yearbook representative, Mr. Todd Tomek, met with us frequently to aid in the creation and advertising of our yearbook. The 2012-2013 yearbook staff used Jostens Online Yearbook Avenue to produce the book and Geskus Photography was our main provider for "mug shots."

The 2012-2013 staff consisted of four highly dedicated members: Daniel Clancy, Jennifer McNabb, Jenna Proctor and Hunter Wagner. They would like to thank Steve Foley, Kathy Richardson, Paquette Photography, Laura Strobel, Patricia Shock, Mrs. Grangood, and all of the people who submitted photos to the ReplayIt app.

Lastly, a big thank you goes out to all the businesses that purchased an advertisement, without their help, the production of the book would not have been possible.

"The way is long - let us go together. The way is difficult - let us help each other. The way is joyful - let us share it. The way is ours alone - let us go in love. The way is open before us - let us begin."